eMail about Nui Social and Mintage Mining
Hello Crypto Friends,
This is a long email. A lot on the table. This is the beginning of new crypto. Those
that join the Nui Team, will find answers to their financial issues. And for all who
have decided to join Nui and partake in Mintage Mining will be the ones that can
bring others to this awesome income generator and mentor and empower others
and give thanks for this vehicle of prosperity that has emerged out of the digital
crypto world. Once you have someone explain it to you it becomes as easy as
eating blackberry pie.

Tom More, one my best friends and mentor, left two days ago for the Nui
Corporate Office to introduce several motivated people to the executive staff at
Nui and to discuss their plan and mission statement of showing 1,000,000 people
how to earn $500 per month and beyond to create 10,000 millionaires. Where
do you see yourself? For those of you with a bias towards action the latter should
be easy to accomplish provided you have the where with all to double clutch and
it get it out of low gear.

I am here to help any of and all of you but one thing I will not do is put jumper
cables through the phone to motivate you. If you need to be motivated, then
search the Internet for Mr. Les Brown, the "Unstoppable Excellence" of making
you a whole person. I am moving forward with the people who have taken the
time to understand Nui and Mintage Mining and understand what this
opportunity represents. I see this clear as day as being the biggest thing I,
potentially we, have ever built. As the bible passage goes, the harvest is plentiful
but the laborers few. These days I consider the 80/20 rule to be nonsense and I
really consider reality to be 1/100. 1 person out of 100 will do what is necessary
immediately to do what is necessary to begin to create momentum which is the
only real superstar in business. If you consider yourself to be in that category I
look forward to running with you. Keep in mind, if you need a retirement program

this is it. If you need an exit plan for what you are currently doing that does not
bring the earning to you to support your family, then this is it. The Nui Social,
Mintage Mining contracts, Mining Rigs, & Compchain combination of earning
new income is paramount in this business.

You will never go broke if you turn a profit. Nui has been carefully designed to
make it as easy as possible for everyone involved to get in profit in short order
just introduce 3 people in your first calendar month who become active by
enrolling in Nui-Social and purchasing a Mintage Mining contract. This is child's
play it is so simple to do. Just ask people if they are OPEN to earning an additional
stream of income while learning about cryptocurrency and blockchain. Do that
consistently and you will prosper as it is consistent effort that will provide
consistent results. If you want to build a team and become one of the 10,000
millionaires created with Nui it is going to take sustained effort and yes it is
toughest in the beginning but this is not tough at all. It is a breeze to introduce
people to Nui and Mintage yet most people will not do what is necessary in the
first 90 days to lay the foundation of an organization. That's ok because you
control your destiny and everything is on your time and terms. Whatever you
desire I believe you can accomplish it here with Nui and Mintage. Do not let the
past hold you back from making the most of your future. Life is but the blink of
an eye. Look forward, move forward, and quit thinking and dwelling on the past.
Hold good thoughts and expect good things from this moment forward. In the
beginning you may earn $100 a month. And, you will already be on the profit side
of the "Life Equation." I do not know anybody that would call the company and
say, hey "do not send me anymore money." This is the complete and major
difference between Nui Social & Mintage Mining as compared to any other
network marketing company where the networkers drop out and cancel their
"AUTOSHIP." Nui & Mintage have no autoship. It is all pure profit. Get your Kala
Wallet ASAP. Then order your Compchain Blockchain account.

We are just getting started and the tools available to you will continue to get
better and better. Use them. Get on Facebook and join the Nui Global Leaders
page. Use www.nuieducate.info and your resource website. For an automated

marketing system consider www.nuiconnect.com The most important tool you
have at your disposal is the 3-way call. Utilize it and you will have people who join
Nui and Mintage Mining. Keep this in the back of your head, Nui & Mintage are
not the typical network marketing company. Nui & Mintage pay you to tell other
people and there is no cost but your time.

Enough said. I am all in on Nui and Mintage Mining and I am totally grounded that
we are in the right place at the right time with the right people with the right
business model which allow anyone to prosper incredibly in the weeks, months,
and years to come. You are soon to hear some incredible news from corporate
that will really drive the masses to Nui and Mintage Mining. Gear up mentally
because if you are a catalyst for the soon to manifest hyper growth set to begin
very soon this will be the financial ride of your life. Before you know it Nui &
Mintage will be in "Massive Action" and an explosion will be right in your face. Be
Prepared.

Let the good times roll!!!

Wouldn't you be soooo happy when Mintage Mining earnings pay for your
monthly nut.

Mintage Mining is working on compliancy with the SEC and FTC. You must report
your earned income to the Federal and State.

Yours in prosperity,

Patrick Tarzian
949.306.8503
949.328.0126

patrick@ndrun.com

PS. Nui-Social and Mintage Mining invite you to drive or fly to the corporate
offices in Utah. You will be well received and walk the halls of the mining
machines that look at over 220 cryptocurrencies with artificial intelligence (AI)
software used in the mining machines.

Like policy states, a small amount earns you income paid weekly. If you deposit
more, you earn more. If you deposit $5,000 that earns you more than any other
financial tool by the end of the Mintage Mining contract. That is a nice retirement
for masses. Who does this? Mintage Mining.

Enroll Now FREE and learn Kala Coin:

enrollment.nui.social/613371

Get your Kala Wallet FREE:
wallet.kalacoin.io

Then get your Compchain blockchain account:
https://www.compchain.io

Click on
http://www.1lifefund.com
to get all the connections for information and training on Nui & Mintage

